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Brand Profile& Description

 

Mika, is a fashion brand that recognizes beauty in the form

of accessories and giving the hair an upgraded natural glow.

 

Mika is an e-commerce hair accessory brand that offers a

variety of trendy options to style your hair with.

 

Our products range from decorative clips, hairpins,

scrunchies, headbands fit for any occasion.

 

Initially we’re shipping in U.S before we expand. What’s

unique about us is that we’re offering quality accessories

that will last at reasonable price.

 

You can use our products for a sophisticated look or make it

fun and bold. We offer customization to make unique

accessories that fit our customers design needs.



Brand Concept 
Gone are the days that you just don't know what to do with your hair!

We offer a sophisticated line of everyday pieces that are designed for any style and for any

occasion. 

 

Beading and embellishments are key elements in creating a diverse range of hair
accessories. From minimal to bold we follow current trends to give our customers a variety fo

choices that can fit any personality type. 

 

Taking into consideration the amount of time a girl spends doing her hair, our products tame

that mane without breaking the bank. We regularly plan events to give back to the
community like charity drives and planning donations. We donate 5% of our sales

to specific organizations once annually

Leave it to us to style your hair so you don't have
to worry about it for the rest of the day

 



Mission &
Vision

 
Mission: Our mission is to create high quality and on-trend hair
accessories for women that will allow them to express their individual
style with pieces lasting them a lifetime. Our varied products can be

worn and styled for any occasion. We also aim of establishing a

trustworthy relationship with customers by giving back to society & people.

 

Vision: We want women to spend less time on hair and more time on
doing things that matter. With offering trendy, customizable and classic

designs, they can rely on us to make their hair look good, with minimum

effort. 



Brand
Concept
Board



Brand Elements
Colors:

 

This pantone color palette for Mika comprises of light pastels and muted colors that

embody sophistication. We wanted Mika to relate to calm, serene colors that are not

too harsh on the eyes and can be used on products that will suit different hairstyles

and colors as this palette will be used in our collections on a rotating basis. These

colors will also change according to the seasons yet still remain easy to mix & match.

Text Fonts

ALEGREYA SANS SC BOLD

ARIALLE



Industry Research & Analysis
Characteristics: Growing preferences for convenience along with the 
rising popularity of online retail stores are what is driving the demand 
of hair accessories around the world. Rise of social media and 

blogs that are communicating benefits of various hair accessories 

and the continuous improvements in distribution are expected to drive 

the market growth during the forecast period (2018-2023). In America, 
growing consumer inclination towards the adaptation of the latest
fashion trends is the key point to success. The industry is highly

competitive in nature and requires continuous innovation and 

development.

Industry Size: Gone are the days when hair accessories were limited to bands and pins. Currently, a broad range of
hair accessories are available in the market, especially for women as they are major consumers. Various types

of hair accessories include headbands, head warmers, hairpins, hair ties, hair combs, hair bows, crowns, clasps,

clutches, among others. The offerings in this space are further widened by enhancing the accessories with additional

decorates such as beads, flowers, feathers, stones, etc. A large number of manufacturers are stepping into the
hair accessories market, which is projected to boost the market. 



Industry Research & Analysis
 

Industry Trends:
 

The growing young population which is increasingly becoming

trendy is propelling the growth of the hair accessories market.

 

Growing awareness regarding their appearance is anticipated to 

be the primary driver of the hair accessories market.

 

A large number of blogs and beauty websites are increasing awareness 

about recent trends in the fashion industry and a large number of people 

are subscribing to them. This is anticipated to propel the hair accessories

market. 

 

Now, as '90s babies increasingly reach average marrying age, the hair

accessories market is gaining popularity. Etsy has also seen a 

14% increase in butterfly clip searches since last year.



Consumer Research
1) Self-sufficiency: Information is just a few clicks away,

consumers do not feel the need to consult a professional  in order

to make decisions regarding their wardrobe choices. Thus, cutting

the middle man in the process. This makes people realize that the

mass-market offerings are not the best solution for them, so

personalization is trending. 

Generation Y

2) Half of women 18-34 follow brands, influencers: Further,

as seen in the figure below, nearly half of women 18-34 (45%)

have purchased a product that they first discovered on social

media, and 44% utilize social media for product research. 

When it comes to products tailored for a young female

audience, social media marketing will provide a better ROI

than traditional broadcast. 



Consumer Research
Generation Y

3) Investing in and delivering on personalization promises: Fashion brands are attempting to solve for their

struggles with competition, omnichannel, and loyalty: personalization. Providing a 1:1 customer experience emerged

as the biggest theme amongst fashion clients.  According to a report from Boston Consulting Group, apparel retailers

that have implemented personalization strategies see sales gains of 10% or more, a rate three times faster than other

retailers.



Research From Surveys
Where do you usually take ideas for 

new hair accessory purchases?

What is the highest price you'd be willing to 

spend on hair accessories?

What are the main criteria when purchasing

hair accessories?

Why do you most often buy hair

accessories?

Would you wear hair

accessories regardless of your

hair length

Yes
88%

No
12%



Survey Monkey Analysis

Overall, 82 people answered our survey. These people mainly fall under the tertiary target
customer segmentation (Generation Z). Therefore, the result we get are mostly not from our
primary target customer (Generation Y) and cannot be used to classify our marketing ideas for
Mika completely. This further proves how tertiary consumers are not our target because our
pricing caters more to Millennials and Generation X.
 

 

However, other information can be useful such as the fact that most people get their ideas on new hair

accessories from social media and the main criteria for purchasing the hair accessories is mainly the

style. Also regardless of  hair length, most people will still wear hair accessories.



Target consumer segmentation:
Primary, secondary, tertiary

 
Overall profile of Target customer 

Female between the ages 16 to 35
Their income goes from middle to high (aprox $30,000 per year) 

Their relationship status involves: single/dating/married

 

Interested in designs that reveal a youthful vibe but are sophisticated and innovative. 
Preference towards neutral colors but enjoy having playful elements on it. Up to date in 

upcoming trends and enjoy museums, pop culture, lifestyle and entertainment.

 

They are considered Young professionals or students that enjoy going out for drinks during the weekend. They have

an active lifestyle that includes going to the gym or practicing yoga. They enjoy concerts, traveling and shopping.

Mika consumers are motivated by self-expression and individuality. They want to look sophisticated in an
affordable way. They have a preference towards minimalistic designs with pops of color.



Target consumer segmentation:
Primary, secondary, tertiary

 
Overall profile of Target Customer 

Purchasing Behavior: Overall target customer 

Variety seeking behaviour where the consumer involvement in 

buying the product is low and there are significant differences 

between brands. They buy products from different brands as

 to seek out more options and not due to dissatisfaction. 

Marketers can benefit by this consumer to attract them through 

advertising and offering discounts.

 

Usage Rate - Mid-level users who can be counted on to make purchases at regular but not frequent intervals. They make

purchases at the times significant to them like events, etc.

 

Benefit sought - Customers are looking for quality products and designs that will last them a long time even if the price is

steep. They aren’t looking for coupons and discounts however they do like the brand keeping up with their expectations.

 



Target consumer segmentation:
Primary, secondary, tertiary

Overall profile of Target Customer 

Occasion/Timing - As a hair accesories brand we fit into all three of the occasion categories. 

 

Universal occasions - There are certain events which help a company target customers like Christmas,
especially because people are thinking of gifts.
 

Regular personal occasions - Events like a person's birthday or anniversary that occur regularly.

 

Rare personal occasions - One of the major rare occasion in a person's life is their wedding and we can use that to

advertise our more upscale hair pieces.

 



Millennials are powerful consumers and the largest in American history. They are a

digital native generation and are hypersocial, meaning they talk about what they consume

and  their opinions. Those born from 1981-1996 fit into this category. By 2019, Millennials
are projected to number 73 million which makes up nearly a quarter of the total U.S.
population, and almost two-fifths of the working age population. Hence they are Mika's
target customer and our promotional strategies are made by focusing on them.

They love the next big thing so any approach that shows a new perspective on a common

problem or task, appeals to them. They rely on reviews, videos and visuals. Mika will
make tutorials and how-to videos to foster relationships and build a community.Offline

they socialise in groups. 93% of millennials report listening to the radio.

Popular expenditures are on coffee, streaming services and clothing. Companies that can
connect with them and appeal to their demands garner success. These demands are -
being convenient, authentic, transparent, being on social and providing value.  CSR also
plays a big part in this. Mika incorporates all these features so we can resonate with
our target customer.

Primary Customer
Description/Justification



Secondary Customer
Description/Justification

Gen X was born between 1965 - 1980 and are currently between 40-54 years old (82 million people in U.S.).
They are now juggling child care, homeownership, and reaching the peak of their careers, hence they are extremely

busy. Facebook and Twitter are more widely used among this group. Also considered as hybrids because they go

in-store but have adopted online shopping too. Email marketing is proven to be the best way to reach them. Major

brands have latched on to Generation X’s love for childhood nostalgia in a big way.

Tertiary Customer
Description/Justification

Generation Z is 26 percent of the population and are born from 1995 onwards and are starting to enter the
workforce and earning their own income. They prefer more unique products and are into DIY’s. Traditional

marketing doesn’t work for Gen Z, they respond to edgy and visual marketing tactics, Vine is a well-known platform for

them. Another factor to notice is this generations emotions are highly affected by social media. They look for trends,
inspirations, entertainment online.



Lifestyle
Board



 

Demographics:
Age: 28

Gender: Female

Income: $100,000 annually

Education: UCLA Bachelor’s Degree

Relationship Status: Dating

Religion: Christian

Race: Caucasian

Job: Interior Designer

 
Lifestyle:
Follower base: 3k Instagram

Style: Attracted to prints,

patterns and bold colors

Most used social app:

Instagram, Pinterest

 

Geographic: 
Los Angeles

Name: McKenzie

Primary Persona

Psychographic:

Where is she shopping: Neiman

Marcus,Target, Crate & Barrel,

Amour Vert

Love/Likes: Healthy foods ,

Dogs, Pop & Edm, Technology,

Reading archdigest

Hobbies: Running, Hikes,

Movies, Cooking, Art

 



 

Demographics:
Age: 43

Gender: Female

Income: $110,000 annually

Education: Masters Degree from Pratt

Institute

Relationship Status: Divorced with 2

children

Religion: Judaism

Race: African American

Job: Gallery Owner

 

Psychographics:
Where is she shopping: Barney’s,

 Saks Fifth Avenue, Anthropologie,

Whole Foods, MAC Cosmetics

Love/Likes: Family, Reading, 

Hamptons Getaways, Wine Retreats, 

Hobbies: Charity Writing, Cooking,

Yoga, SoulCycle

 

Lifestyle:
Style: Minimal, Trendy, Urban

Most used social app: Facebook

 

Geographic: 
New York

Name: Samantha

Secondary Persona



 

Demographics:
Age: 18

Gender: Female

Job: Barista 

Income: 17,000 annually 

Education: Current High School

Graduate  

Relationship Status: Single

Religion: Catholic

Race: Asian

 

Psychographics:
Where is she shopping: Topshop,

Asos, Urban Outfitters, Sephora

Love/Likes: Basketball, 

Movies, Hanging out with friends and

outdoor activities

Hobbies: Dance, Collecting Records

 

Lifestyle:
Follower base: 1.8k Instagram

Style: Attracted to colors, decorations,

and streetstyle

Most used social app: Instagram,

Youtube, Pinterest

 

Geographic: 
Chicago

Name: Emma

Tertiary Persona



MIKA SWOT
Strengths Weaknesses

Opportunity Threats

- Personalisation
- Offering on trend hair accessories
- Various styles & options

- Low capital investment
- Online only
 

- Celebrity Collaborations
- Influencer Endorsements
- Global Expansion 

- Technological advancement
- Changing tariffs and tax laws
- Changing consumer preferences
 



Direct Competitors Overview 
Charming Charlie: this is a women’s contemporary fashion and accessories retailer that is based in Houston, Texas. They

launched in 2004. Charming Charlie offers various jewelry products, including hair accessories, necklaces, bracelets, and earrings.

They have buy one get one free option and also has sales for some products. This brand also has personalized and special

occasions jewelries like our brand Mika as well.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Kendra Scott: this is a jewelry company that was launched in 2002. They have fine jewelry pieces as well as the decent and more

affordable ones. Kendra Scott offers many styles of jewelry products and most of them are very unique and distinctive. They have

some timeless collections that won the hearts of many loyal fans, media, and celebrities. Kendra Scott offers sales and customized

products too.

 

 



Direct Competitors Overview

 

Jennifer Behr: a very luxury headpieces that offers different range of materials for their jewelries. Their products are

very unique, high-end, and most of them are handmade as well. The details for each accessory takes a long time to

create and make. Many celebrities, such as Katy Perry, Lady Gaga, and Jennifer Lawrence, love to wear Jennifer Behr

accessories.



SWOT Direct Competitors

Charming Charlie's

Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities Threats

-Offers various jewelry products
-Has buy one get one free option
-Has personalized products

-Jewellery trends are not up
to date
-More focused on necklaces
and earrings than hair
accessories

-Collaborations
-Global expansion

Kendra Scott

-Offers fine jewellery whilst offering
affordable options
-Jewellery pieces are on trend 
-Has timeless collections of
jewelries
-Celebrities have worn it before,
such as Paris Hilton, Hilary Duff,
Blake Lively, and Natalie Portman

-Mainly famous for the high-
end jewelry pieces (the
affordable ones are not that
famous)

-Larger competitors and more
famous brand names

-New celebrity
endorsements
- Pop-up shops

-Upperclass people may prefer
to buy more well known
brands, such as Tiffany & Co.,
Pandora,and Swarovski

Jennifer Behr

-High quality products
-Celebrities endorsements
-Featured on magazines, such as
Elle, Harper’s Bazaar, and Grazia

-Expensive (not everyone
can afford)
-Cannot be used for every
occasion

-Global expansion 
- Brand awareness
(social media
campaigns) 

-A lot of competitors with other
luxury well known brands, such
as Cartier, Bulgari, and Van
Cleef & Arpels



Indirect Competitors Overview
Amazon Go: Convenience stores that are located in Seattle, Chicago, and two in San Francisco. The stores are partly

automated, with customers purchasing products without being checked out by a cashier or using self-check station. Amazon

Go uses computer vision technology and sensor fusion to automate each purchase, checkout, and every payment procedure

step associated with the retail transaction.

 



Indirect Competitors Overview
Baxter of California: An online and onsite brand (located in Los Angeles) that sells hair products, such as combs, pomades,

shampoo, and conditioner. They focus on taking care of people’s hair and making sure people’s hair shine more. They also

have some gifts and sets for each hair products. Each item also comes in travel sizes, and some even are on discount and

are on sale promotions too. Baxter of California did a collaboration with The Hundreds, a famous streetwear fashion brand, a

multiple times before. With The Hundreds designing streetwear styles on their shampoo and conditioner bottles before.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Indirect Competitors Overview
 

Cinta Salon: a famous hair salon in San Francisco. They offer many services on hair, such as hair coloring, hair styling, and

also decorations for each person’s hair. They also sell hair beauty and care products online, such as shampoo, conditioner,

treatments, and hair masque. The prices are a bit high because they are very good quality products. Many professional and

well known hair stylists work in this salon salon and provide the best hair services in town.



SWOT InDirect Competitors

Amazon Go

Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities Threats

-Very convenient
-Self-sufficiency (very quick)
-Good locations
- Good customer service

-Decrease number of older
customer (the ones who
don’t really use technology)
-Required to have an
Amazon account to enter
the store

-To open stores in
less urban cities

Baxter of
California

-Good quality products
-Prices are affordable
-Collaborations with The Hundreds
streetwear brand

-Selling hair products online
might decrease in sales
(people may prefer to buy in
store instead)

-No human interaction/lack of
traditional shopping
-May reduce human jobs

-Selling their hair
products globally

-People may prefer to buy
more famous hair product
brands, such as Pantene,
Dove, and Head & Shoulders

Cinta Salon

-Has the best hair stylists in town
-Provides the best quality of hair
products
-Salon right in San Francisco
-Some famous hair stylists from this
salon are featured on Allure
Magazine before

-Services and products
are a bit too high priced
-May waste too much time
in the salon

-Open more hair
salons in another
cities in the United
States

-A lot of hair salons in San
Francisco that are cheaper



Brand Positioning 

The graph shows where we want to be in comparison to our direct

competitors in the hair accessories market industry. Our brand,
Mika, will be of mid-range accessibility because we offer hair
accessories online before we expand globally in the near future.
 

Our prices will be higher than Charming Charlie because we offer

higher quality products that take more time and effort to produce.

Our price will be higher to Kendra Scott because both Mika
offers some affordable and some high end pieces used for
different occasions. Jennifer Behr is a little more expensive than

ours because that brand is a luxury brand.



product launch line (First
Collection)

10 pieces:

2 sets of bobby pins

2 sets of hair ties

2 sets of hair clips

2 Headbands

2 Combs

Materials:

Metallic beads 

Metal

Crystals 

Brass

Silk

Spring 2019:

Colors: pastel colors (pink, purple, light blue, and

cream)

Textures: flower patterns, pop-up accessories,

pearls, crystals (bobby pins and headbands are

very popular for Spring collection)

Theme: very girly and soft, elegant and refined

Major style: Sophistication fashion style



product launch line (First
Collection)

Product Strategy:

Based on Mintel reports, the hair accessories industry is growing. In
order to enter this market we will create for our launch one
collection that includes 5 categories of hair accessories. Based on

the design preferences of our target market, generation Y, our pieces

will be minimal and high quality. 

As our hair accessories will be sold online, as well as through our
retail partners, we will offer free shipping unless customer
chooses premium delivery. This is because we must stay competitive

but also make a profit, we will offer returns for full refund within 14
days of purchase, and return for store credit. On the other hand, if

our product is defective or broken, we will offer a full refund or

exchange. Our products are handmade.



product launch line (First
Collection)

Product Strategy: Collections Descriptions
 

Our bobby pin set is a set of 4 pins with different theme.

One set is embellished with crystals and pearls so you get

the best of both worlds. Use them individually or stock up on

multiple sets and pile them on at once.

 

 

Hair ties that are so easy to use but add a little something

special than your regular hair tie. Can be used in any season

and comes in different designs to change it up according to

your outfits.

 

 

Straight from the marketplace, we discovered trendy designs

for our barrettes and brought them to you. Hand made, you

can match with our different sets. Works well in all hair types.

 



product launch line (First
Collection)

 

 

In different patterns and designs depending on the season but

headbands are super on-trend and a classic way to move your

hair out of your face whilst still achieving a sophisticated look.

 

 

Combs are one of our most popular hair accessories for brides

and wedding goers and also for prom, no wonder why - they’re

an easy and elegant finishing touch. Can be worn in a low

chignon, top knot, braid, or to sweep hair back from the

face.Works on all hair types



product launch line (First
Collection)

Pricing Strategy:

We will have a 60% markup on our products which can change according to cost of production but this will keep

our price range from $40-$250. This will still allow us to allot some for duties and taxes if applicable while also

keeping manufacturing intact and a profit to sustain our business. Since we are selling online and through our retail

partners we’ll keep track of the suggested retail price. 

We’re not planning on offering coupons or discounts but we will use product line and psychological pricing

strategies. We’ll do special offers seasonally like Christmas, and Black Friday. We’re planning on offering free

delivery unless the customer chooses a premium delivery to get their items faster. We will count delivery charges

when coming up with our pricing.



product launch line (First
Collection)

Distribution/ Location Strategy:
 

We will be selling our products online as well as in stores. We will also have

retail partners by selling wholesale to specialty boutiques, such as Isalis on Post

St, SF that is a hip store carrying a curated collection of trendy, designer

clothing, shoes & accessories for women. Another store is Hero Shop, a trendy

boutique selling a curated selection of women’s clothing, shoes, jewelry, home

decor & more. Consumers can either visit retail stores that feature our products

and try on the accessories or order it through our website instead. 

 

Our retail partners will be located in busy, urban areas with a strong creative art

scene and a large generation z population, such as New York, LA and Chicago. 

We will be selling online (business to consumer) as well as through specialty

retailers . In other words, direct through the internet and through a

wholesaler/distributor. We chose SF as our headquarters because it's a
technology hub where trends originate from. We can use that to our
advantage for features like personalization.



product launch line (First
Collection)

San Francisco Demographics
 

White: 47.2% (non-Hispanic: 41%)

Asian: 34.3%

African Americans: 5.3%

Native Americans: 0.4%

Pacific Islanders: 0.4%

Other: 6.6%

Two or more: 5.1%

Hispanic or Latino of any race: 15.3%

 

9.6% are 18 - 24, 

37.5% are 25 to 44, 

25.9% are 45 to 64

13.6% are 65 or older.

White
45.9%

Asian
33.3%

Hispanic/Latino
14.9%

Black/African American
5.2%

Native American 
0.4%

Race



marketing promotion

Objectives:
 

- Increase brand awareness: being consistent in all marketing

messages and promotion.

- Increase sales: Attract customers to buy products by placing

ourselves as a high quality on trend hair accessory brand. 

- New product introduction: The objective of promoting our

new product launch through marketing initiatives is to have our

company reach into our target audience market. 

- Create interest: creating messages that convince customers

that hair accessories are a rising trend. 

- Stimulate demand: The promotional efforts are directed at

getting the customer to try the product.

 

 

 

Target Audience: Generation Y (Millennials) 
Tactics:
 

1. Whatever you do, it must be online. 

2. Make it social. 

3. Meet them on mobile devices. 

4. Let them generate, curate and influence your content.

5. Be a little edgy.

6. Create experiences that are simple, 

delightful and tailored.

 

 



Stephanie Weizman 
@stephweizman

136k Followers

 

Thematic:

- Fitness

- Lifestyle

- Youtuber 

INFLUENCER COLLABORATION

marketing promotion



Nichole Ciotti 
@nicholeciotti

652k Followers

Thematic:

- Lifestyle

- Youtuber 

- Co-founder @storyluxe 

marketing promotion

INFLUENCER COLLABORATION



Ally Chen
@fashionbyally

108k Followers

 

Thematic:

- Lifestyle

- Youtuber 

- Beauty 

marketing promotion

INFLUENCER COLLABORATION



During September of this year after our brand Mika has launched, we want

to do a collaboration with a famous fashion label, Rodarte. 

 

Rodarte is an American accessories and clothing brand that is founded in

Los Angeles, California. The two sisters, Kate and Laura Mulleavy, are the

two co-founders and they have launched Rodarte since 2005. For

Rodarte’s accessory collections, they like to focus on flowers and nature.

Their theme is soft, feminine, and sophisticated just like our brand Mika. 

 

Therefore, Rodarte brand matches with our Mika’s first collection perfectly.

Mika’s first launching collection will be based on WGSN current trends

where polished and ladylike are the main concept. Most of our

accessories will be made in pastel colors and come in floral patterns. All of

them are handmade perfectly and have excellent qualities for Rodarte to

use in their upcoming fashion show in September.

marketing promotion
promotional event



marketing channel
E-COMMERCE/WEBSITE

We chose a clean, simplistic

website design to sell our

products online that will allow

our customers to look through

items and purchase them with

ease. They can contact us

through the site and access our

social media. Our product pages

will feature editorial images so

they can see how our products

are styled. 



marketing channel
W Magazine

SPRING'S 
FASHION BIBLE 

DIVINE 
STYLE FOR

EVERYONE 

W is a women's fashion magazine,

featuring stories about style

through the lens of culture, fashion,

art, celebrity and film. It is

published by Condé Nast both in

print and online.
Trends and Brands in the magazine: W magazine

promotes advertisements of luxury brands like

Dior, Chanel, Cartier, Celine, Valentino etc with

the products ranging from apparel, fine jewellery,

fragrances to eyewear. As for trends, W
magazine goes further than just fashion
trends into coverage of American and
European society.



marketing channel

INSTAGRAM

Instagram popular amongst our target customers will help to

spread brand awareness and create hype around our

launch. We’ll launch a hashtag campaign for introducing
ourselves - #ThisIsMika - our customers can use that
hashtag in any brand mentions online. From then we will

follow a consistent posting schedule to build/maintain a

relationship with our customers, interacting with them and

answering any questions/queries. We will also utilize
Instagram stories to do Instagram takeovers when we’re
planning collaborations whilst keeping highlights
beneficial for our customers whilst promoting Mika
simultaneously.



marketing channel

PINTEREST

Pinterest is a social network where people can

find inspiration and ideas for their interests and

hobbies and they plan purchases on it. Pins link

back to websites hence it’s great for driving

traffic and sales. Since it’s a highly visual

medium, we’ll use it to showcase our imagery in

creative ways to create brand awareness and

interest amongst customers. Their new video

feature will allow us to share how-to tutorials, a

popular medium within our target customers.



Promotional material

Packaging

Our Mika box with a cotton pouch

inside will come in 3 different

sizes - Small, Medium, Large

At the bottom of the box, our

thankyou card will be placed.

These box colors will be changed

seasonally as a promotional

tactic. Like in Christmas we'll do a

special crimson red color



Month Event / Description

Marketing Calendar

June

July

Launch our content teaser on Instagram and Pinterest with official hashtag
Send Invitations to Influencers and press for our Launch Event
Landing Page Testing

Our website goes live
Our launch event
Live Q&A video on Instagram 
Plan and shoot more content for Instagram posts (flatlays, repost brand advocates)
Send out newsletters
 

August

Ad in W magazine
Send out newsletters
Special Offer for Friendship Day
Promote our personalization feature
Posts BTS of a photoshoot, and film tutorials/ how-to’s
 



Month Event / Description

Marketing Calendar

September

October

Collaborate with an upcoming designer (Rodarte)
Partner with an Influencer for NYFW coverage and content
Start working on a Holiday Collection 
Partner with Hero Shop on an event featuring a hairstylist showcasing different
accessories and how to style them (work on invitations & promotional content)

November

Promote our hairstyling event on social media
Work more on Holiday Collection
Work on Holiday Collection Launch Content

Promote Holiday Collection
Send holiday special Newsletter
Send PR Packages



Month Event / Description

Marketing Calendar

December

January

Launch Holiday Collection
Posts bts of a photoshoot, and film tutorials/ how-to’s for our new collection
Update our website with new designs

February

Partner up with an influencer for this new year 
Refresh our Instagram Highlights for the new year
Send out newsletter
 

Send out our products for Fashion Week
Valentine’s Day Promotional Offer
Fashion Week coverage
Shoot & Post content on Instagram and Pinterest
Monthly newsletter



Month Event / Description

Marketing Calendar

March

April

Fashion Week coverage
Film how-to tutorials for Instagram
Send out newsletter

May

Monthly newsletter
Instagram Live Q&A
Shoot & Post content on Instagram and Pinterest
 

Monthly newsletter
Shoot & Post content on Instagram and Pinterest
Promoting our third collection



Marketing Budget
Formula:
(selling price of each category x units sold) =  Sales Revenue
 
Bobby pins ($62)   350 = $21,700
Hair ties ($80) 300 =  $24,000
Barrettes ($49.50)   350 = $17,325
Headbands ($123)  350 = $43,050
Combs ($155)  300 = $46,500
 
Second collection 
Bobby pins ($62)   300 = $18,600
Hair ties ($80) 300 =  $24,000
Barrettes ($49.50)   300 = $14,850
Headbands ($123)  300 = $36,900
Combs ($155)    300  = $46,500

Total Revenue: $152,575(first collection)  + $140,850(second collection) =
$293,425
10% : $29,342.5

Marketing Budget
5% Sales go to CSR
Website: $1000
Launch Event at the Battery Restaurant: $60 per person = $1,200 in total (20 people)
Instagram ads: On average Instagram ads cost-per-click is between $0.70 and
$1.00.
SEO: an average SEO expert charges between $80 and $130 per hour
Influencer Collaboration: Instagram:( $1,000 per 100,000 followers)
Steph Weizman: $1300
FashionbyAlly: $1000
W Magazine: $3,000 per magazine ad (1 page)
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